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Abstract: In this paper, from the angle of reducing the logistics distribution cost and improving the 
utilization ratio of vehicle loading, the three-space segmentation algorithm is selected according to 
the established mathematical model An Algorithm model is designed which can optimize vehicle 
loading and improve the average space utilization ratio of vehicle. The optimization model can not 
only improve the vehicle utilization ratio, but also greatly enhance the logistics distribution profit. 
The results of this model can be used for reference in the optimization of vehicle loading.  

1.Introduction  
Soldiers, major events in the country. The construction of combat readiness is related to the life 

and death of the country, and the level of combat readiness determines the victory or defeat of the 
battlefield in the future. The issue of vehicles 'loading has always been a top priority for the transfer 
of important strategic materials such as weapons and personnel. After studying local wars and in-
depth learning and understanding of relevant knowledge in recent years, this paper has conducted 
an analysis and research on the standardized loading of vehicles. In order to design a plan for 
armored loading that is practical, redundant, reasonably designed, scientific, clearly divided, and 
fluid, this article first introduces the contents of standardized loading: establishing manuals, 
intensive materials, and building a network system. Afterwards, according to the actual 
requirements of standardized loading, the armored vehicle battery was optimized and designed, and 
the algorithm analysis was carried out. A comprehensive discussion was made on the standardized 
loading of vehicles. 

2.Mathematical Modelling 
2.1. problem description 

Can be described as the vehicle loading optimization problem: In a region, warehouse 
distribution center according to the order to the surrounding areas of continuous distribution of 
goods. The different goods in the order are packed into regular cuboids, and then different 
specifications and quantities are selected according to the category. According to the different types 
of delivery vehicles, if the vehicles are viewed as cuboids, they will have their respective sizes and 
specifications. The address of the delivery order is fixed, so the number of kilometers and fuel 
consumption of the vehicles are fixed. The distribution center will, according to the order and 
address, to optimize the vehicle stowage plan for distribution.  

2.2. symbol description 

N is the number of orders: N is known; N is the Order. ={( , , , )|i=1,2,3,…,N，

k=1,2,…, }， , , , is the length, width, height and quantity . 
The objective function of establishing stowage optimization model includes VFP and VRP. The 

objective function in VFP model is the maximum utilization of vehicles, and the objective function 
in VRP model is the shortest total distance traveled. In VFP, the more the vehicle utilization rate is, 
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the less the vehicle is used. Therefore, the objective function of VFP is replaced by the lowest fixed 
total cost of vehicle, as shown in the following equation 3-(1) Then the more the vehicle running 
cost is, the objective function of VRP is replaced by the lowest total vehicle run. 

                                                                         (1) 

                                                      (2) 

          (3) 

To sum up, the construction of the mathematical model of this paper is as follows： 

+                              (4) 

                                                                     (5) 

                                                                  (6) 

                                                                  (7) 

                                        (8) 

                                                             (9) 

                                                             (10) 

                                        (11) 

3. Algorithm Design  
This algorithm is a three-space segmentation algorithm, in the loading process, in order to ensure 

that the cargo in the loading process does not exist in the suspension, overlapping something, this 
paper uses three-space segmentation algorithm. The Algorithm was first proposed by George and 
Robinson to solve the bin packing problem, and then Chinese scholars Jiang Yidong, Fan Jianhua 
and Jin Zhihong combined the algorithm with the heuristic, respectively by combining the three-
space partition method with the heuristic method, a better result is obtained in solving the vehicle 
stowage problem. The principle of the three-space segmentation algorithm is as follows: when the 
goods are put into the car, the car is divided into three sub-spaces: front, right and upper. Each 
subspace is divided into three sub-spaces as it continues to load the cargo, and so on until it can no 
longer be loaded.  

In order to increase the utilization ratio of the compartment space, the Algorithm first performs a 
descending operation on the size of the bottom area of the cargo, i. e. , the cargo with a large bottom 
area is put first, and the cargo with a large bottom area is put into the remaining space each time 
The current space is divided into three small spaces, and then one by one to fill the remaining space. 
In this way, the space partition can reduce the complexity of the problem, but the remaining space 
after partition seems to be fragmented. Therefore, this paper adds the operation of combining 
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something space in the principle of three-space cutting algorithm. 

4. Case Studies  
Finally, an example is given to verify the proposed method according to the stowage 

optimization model and the three-space segmentation algorithm. At present, there are many 
software platforms to implement verification operations, such as: C, VC + + , Matlab, Python and 
other programming software. In this paper, we use Python programming software to program the 
MODEL. Python is simple to install, simple to program, reliable to Compute, and can generate 
visual graphic results. The specific operation steps of picture loading output are: First, extract 
vehicle and Cargo Information List; then, draw the pattern (black part) of the model on the canvas; 
Draw the goods on the canvas according to the location of the goods (tentative color yellow, orange 
alternate) ; finally, cycle the above drawing car, goods until the vehicle, goods list information is 
output. The image load output is shown in figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1. Image stowage output. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, aiming at the problem of loading optimization of three-dimensional goods, firstly a 

mathematical model is constructed, and then, according to the actual situation, a three-space 
partition algorithm is introduced to carry out three-dimensional loading of goods, and the Algorithm 
is solved by Python software The output distribution scheme is disassembled, the loading scheme 
list of vehicles and goods is extracted, and the loading scheme is visualized in the form of pictures 
to provide guidance for the loading process. Although some achievements have been made in the 
research of stowage optimization in this paper, there are still a lot of contents to be further studied 
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in the future due to the complexity of the problem itself. 
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